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The Costume Society of America (CSA) Scholars’ Roundtable Honor recognizes scholars who exemplify
high standards in dress scholarship. At the annual symposium they choose, present, and lead a
discussion on a complex or potentially contentious topic to stimulate new thinking on the study of
dress. This paper records the Scholars’ Roundtable at the 2018 CSA symposium in Williamsburg, Virginia.
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Michael Mamp, PhD, Associate Professor of Fashion Merchandising and Design at Central Michigan
University (CMU), is also an affiliate faculty member of Women and Gender Studies. His primary
research focus is the history of twentieth-century fashion with an emphasis on the contributions
and cultures of marginalized groups such as women and members of the LGBTQþ community.
Ariele Chantel Elia, MA, is pursuing an MSL in Fashion Law from Fordham and works as the
Industry/Project Coordinator for the MFA Fashion Design program at the Fashion Institute of
Technology (FIT). Previously, she was assistant curator of Costume and Textiles at the Museum at
FIT, and her recent exhibitions include “Global Fashion Capitals,” “Fashion and Technology,” and
“Black Fashion Designers.” Sara Tatyana Bernstein, PhD, has been writing about and teaching fashion, media, and cultural studies for over a decade. She is Founding Editor of Dismantle Magazine:
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Fashion, Popular Culture, Social Change and has published scholarly essays on subjects ranging
€ to small town and rural fashion identities. Laurie
from fashion in the work of Charlotte Bronte
Anne Brewer, MA, Associate Curator in the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) Museum of Art
Costume and Textiles Department, also serves as a lecturer in RISD’s Theory and History of Art and
Design Department. Her research explores the intersections of nature and art, focusing on the
ecology of fashion from the nineteenth century to the present day. Denise Nicole Green, PhD, was
a member of the 2017 CSA Scholars’ Roundtable and served as organizer for the 2018 Roundtable.
At Cornell University, she is Assistant Professor of Fashion Design and Director of the Cornell
Costume & Textile Collection. She recently co-curated “Union-Made: Fashioning America in the
20th Century,” and “The Biggest Little Fashion City: Ithaca & Silent Film Style.”
The 2018 Scholars’ Roundtable considered and theorized labor within the context of dress studies and
examined the role of labor within the fashion industry, our scholarly ﬁeld, academic institutions, and
art and museum practice. Selected aspects of the audience’s comments, questions, and responses
from the Roundtable participants also have been summarized.
Keywords labor, garment worker, fashion industry, fast fashion, sweatshop
FIGURE 1: Scholars’ Roundtable 2018 panelists, left to right: Michael Mamp, Sara Bernstein, Ariele Elia,
Laurie Brewer, and Denise Green. Photo by Tina Bates.

FROM SWEATSHOPS TO ATELIERS, costume shops to university apparel studios, ﬁber farms to science labs, museums to costume/wardrobe departments, and all points in between, human labor is a
common denominator across all realms within our ﬁeld. In conjunction with the 2018 Costume
Society of America’s conference theme, “Making Connections: Manufacturing Knowledge Through
Dress Studies,” the 2018 Scholars’ Roundtable examined questions, concerns, critiques, and
productive possibilities around the role of human labor in the manufacture of dress, costume,
fashion, identity, and history. To what degree is labor made (in)visible? How is labor exploited
and/or celebrated? Are we adequately addressing the ethical complexities of labor in our teaching
and research? How might labor become a powerful epistemological tool in the classroom? What
methods do we use to uncover histories of labor and experiences of garment workers? How is labor
acknowledged? In the wake of Rana Plaza (FIGURE 2), which came more than a century after the
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire (FIGURE 3), we are left to wonder: have we regressed?

Engaging Labor, Acknowledging Maker

FIGURE 2: Collapse of the eight-story Rana Plaza commercial building on April 24, 2013. The building,
which housed clothing factories on the upper levels, was located in the Savar Upazila of Dhaka,
Bangladesh. A total of 1,129 people, mostly garment workers, died in the collapse, and approximately
2,500 people were injured. Photo by Rijans (Flickr: Dhaka Savar Building Collapse) [CC BY-SA 2.0 (<https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0>)], via Wikimedia Commons.

FIGURE 3: Mourners picket after the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire in 1911. Their signs accuse shop
owners of graft, locked doors, and managing workers in ﬁre traps. Photographer unknown. Photo
courtesy of the Kheel Center for Labor-Management Documentation and Archives at Cornell University,
photo ID: 5780PB39F17HP400G, International Ladies Garment Workers’ Union Photograph Collection.

For the 2018 CSA Scholars’ Roundtable, we invited nominations of scholars from across
all aspects of our ﬁeld—researchers, makers, teachers, designers, collectors, curators, historians, among others whose work engaged with some aspect of labor. We received many
nominations and selected four scholars: Michael Mamp, Ariele Elia, Sara Tatyana Bernstein,
and Laurie Anne Brewer. Through individual presentations and a dynamic question-andanswer period, these scholars contributed to a meaningful and productive conversation
about the nuances, politics, ethics, and entanglements of labor and our ﬁeld’s relation to it.
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1 Brendan Murphy, “Sites of Historical
Amusement: Tourism and the
Recontextualization of American
History” (Master’s thesis, The
Graduate Center, City University of
New York, 2018).
2

Murphy, “Sites of Historical
Amusement,” iii.

3

Murphy, “Sites of Historical
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4 See Joy L. Bivins and Rosemary K.
Adams, eds., Inspiring Beauty: 50
Years of Ebony Fashion Fair (Chicago:
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In this article, each scholar has provided a summary of their roundtable presentation. The
question and answer session, which followed the individual commentary, has been abridged
and summarized at the end of the article.

Hidden, Forgotten, or
Inadequately
Contextualized Labor
Michael Mamp
BRENDAN MURPHY, a graduate student at the City University of New York, recently completed his thesis entitled “Sites of Historical Amusement: Tourism and the
Recontextualization of American History.”1 This work

interrogated cultural heritage tourism of the past and present and introduced a new classiﬁcation
of tourist site—“site of historical amusement.” In this current political moment, one during which
regional pride and latent racism are bubbling to the surface, this study advocates for the continued
interrogation of how the American story is bought and sold.2

According to Murphy, these sites of historical amusement “strip complexity from history,
effectively ﬂattening the past in order to create a cultural product palatable to the masses.”3
Our quaint visit to eighteenth-century Colonial Williamsburg (during the CSA symposium) was
certainly pleasant; however, I am not certain that it provided much context related to the
slaves upon whose backs colonialism prospered in Virginia nor the theft and methods of genocide and manipulation that made taking lands from Native Americans in the New World possible. In exploration of the Colonial Williamsburg website, you will ﬁnd information regarding
slavery in the colony and images in which persons of color are reenacting a day in the life of a
slave, in perfectly clean costumes walking happily back from working in the ﬁelds.
When the “Inspiring Beauty: 50 Years of Ebony Fashion Fair” exhibit came to Detroit’s
Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History, I took a bus of students to see
it.4 In addition to the fashion, students also toured the permanent exhibits that include
the material culture of slavery: shackles, torture elements, and methods of subjugation.
Some students were shaken, a few to tears; one had to step outside. This exposure to the
reality of slavery in contrast to the glamour of fashion, though jarring, provides a context
of history that is powerful and much closer to the truth.
As historians, we therefore have an opportunity, indeed, from my perspective an
obligation, to re-contextualize the study of dress to account for the hidden, forgotten, or
invisible stories of minority or marginalized groups. The fashion industry of America has
particularly beneﬁtted from the labor of women, African Americans, immigrants, and members of the LGBTQþ community. The question I therefore pose is simply this: is our work
as historians, curators, makers, designers, and educators to help document the stories of
these individuals adequate, or is there more work or contextualization to be done? The
roundtable presentation was in Virginia, a state that houses more monuments of the
confederacy than any other. In Richmond, an ongoing effort led by historians such as
Julian Hayter at the University of Richmond is focused on the contextualization of history
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to include consideration of those who were owned, traded, abused, and treated as
commodities as fundamental to the Confederate cause.5
The diversity of the American landscape and the people who inhabit it serves as a metaphor for me to further consider how I can approach my research and teaching from an
inclusive and diverse perspective. The people and history of America are diverse; therefore,
it follows that my work should be as well. I am so inspired by my colleagues such as Kelly
Reddy-Best, Andrew Reilly, Shaun Cole, Nancy Deihl, Carmen Keist, and several others.
These scholars have published work on a variety of topics ranging from the shopping experiences of Queer women to the history of larger-sized fashion.6 Exhibits in the past several
years such as “Patrick Kelly: Runway of Love” at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, “Stephen
Burrows: When Fashion Danced” at the Museum of the City of New York, and “Black
Fashion Designers” at the Museum at FIT have celebrated and added to our limited knowledge of the contributions made by African Americans to the US fashion industry.7 A forthcoming special issue of Dress edited by Kelly Reddy-Best will further explore
LGBTQ þ dress and bodies. Yet, there is still more to be accomplished. Provided here are a
few examples of what I have been working on both individually and with my students.
A labor of love has been coming to know the women of the now defunct Bonwit Teller.
What started as a general investigation into the history of the store revealed the inspiring
achievements of a variety of women, including presidents Hortense Odlum, Mildred Custin,
and Helen Galland, as well as designer Fira Benenson, illustrator and later commercial pattern company owner Jean Spadea, and advertising executive Sara Pennoyer.8 This is just
one store, and the number of other stories of women in the fashion industry yet to be told
is overwhelming, yet simultaneously inspiring. We know from Sheryl Farnan’s research that
fashion provided new opportunities in the early twentieth century for women who were
interested in careers.9 My work related to these women also introduced me to Hazel Clark
at Parsons School of Design, and I was so honored to be a part of a symposium hosted by
her and her graduate students entitled “Women in New York Fashion: Twentieth Century
Retail Mavens.” This was sponsored by the Geraldine Stutz Trust and explored the contributions of women to the development of New York fashion, and speciﬁcally the work of Stutz
at Henri Bendel.10 There I came to know better Nancy Deihl from New York University,
and with her support I contributed a chapter on Fira Benenson (FIGURE 4) to the

5 Julian Maxwell Hayter, “Confederate
Monuments are about Maintaining
White Supremacy,” The Washington
Post, July 27, 2017.
6

For a brief introduction to the work
of these scholars, see Kelly L. ReddyBest, “LGBTQ Women, Appearance
Negotiations, and Workplace Dress
Codes,” Journal of Homosexuality 65,
no. 5 (2018); Andrew Reilly, “Risk,
Body Image, and Internalized
Homonegativity Among Gay Men:
Body Building, Eating Disturbance,
Tanning, and Unsafe Sex” (PhD diss.,
The Ohio State University, 2004);
Shaun Cole, Don We Now our Gay
Apparel (New York: Berg, 2000);
Nancy Deihl, “Zelda Wynn Valdes:
Uptown Modiste,” in The Hidden
History of American Fashion:
Rediscovering 20th Century Women
Designers, ed. Nancy Deihl (New York:
Bloomsbury, 2018); and Carmen Keist,
“How Stout Women Were Left Out of
High Fashion: An Early TwentiethCentury Perspective,” Fashion, Style &
Popular Culture 5, no. 1 (2018).

7 For “Patrick Kelly: Runway of Love,”
see <https://www.philamuseum.org/
exhibitions/2014/799.html> (accessed
July 12, 2018); Stephen Burrows: When
Fashion Danced, ed. Daniela Morera
(New York: Skira Rizzoli, 2013); for
“Black Fashion Designers,” see
<http://www.fitnyc.edu/museum/
exhibitions/black-fashion-designers.
php> (accessed July 12, 2018).
8

See Michael Mamp and Sara B.
Marcketti, “Creating a Woman’s
Place: The Bonwit Teller Presidency of
Hortense Odlum, 1934–1940,” Fashion,
Style & Popular Culture 2, no. 3 (2015);
Mamp and Marcketti, “Mildred
Custin: Bonwit Teller’s Man of the
Year,” Clothing Cultures 2, no. 1
(2014); Rebecca Jumper Matheson,
“Sara Pennoyer: Twentieth-Century
Retail and Advertising Executive and
Her Creation, Polly Tucker, Merchant,”
Fashion, Style & Popular Culture 5, no.
1 (2018).

9

Sheryl Farnan Leipzig, “It is a
Profession that is New, Unlimited,
and Rich: Promotion of the American
Designer in the 1930s,” Dress 35, no.
1 (2008).

FIGURE 4: Fira Benenson, ca. 1948. Image courtesy of Fashion Institute of Technology/SUNY, Gladys
Marcus Library Special Collections.

10

See <http://adht.parsons.edu/
GeraldineStutz/> (accessed July
12, 2018).
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Countess,” in The Hidden History of
American Fashion: Rediscovering 20thCentury Women Designers, ed. Nancy
Deihl (New York: Bloomsbury, 2018).
12

Hilary Lips, Women, Men, and Power
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
1981), 1.

13 Dyese Matthews, “Black Fashion
Pioneer: Lois K. Alexander” (presentation, Annual Meeting of the Midwest
Region of the Costume Society of
America, Cincinnati, OH, October
19–21, 2017).
14

Robin Givhan, “Black Fashion
Museum Collection Finds a Home
with Smithsonian,” The Washington
Post, May 23, 2010.

15

“A Queer History of Fashion: From
the Closet to the Catwalk,” Museum
at FIT. <http://www.fitnyc.edu/
museum/exhibitions/queer-history.
php> (accessed June 15, 2018).

16 See Valerie Steele, ed., A Queer
History of Fashion: From the Closet to
the Catwalk (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2013).
17 Mamp, “‘I’m Just a Stand-Up Comic
in a Dress’: Charles Pierce” (presentation, International Textile and
Apparel Association Annual Meeting,
St. Petersburg, FL, November
14–18, 2017).
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Bloomsbury publication, The Hidden History of American Fashion: Rediscovering 20th
Century Women Designers.11 Benenson, a Jewish, Russian refugee and immigrant, ran a
successful fashion empire for close to forty years and was an in-house designer for
Bonwit Teller hired by Hortense Odlum. She hired mostly other Jewish Russian immigrant women as makers.
Several times I have been asked why we should care about Hortense Odlum at Bonwit
Teller, since Odlum’s husband was wealthy and basically bought her the store. Or the
ongoing debate of who is the ﬁrst woman to be a head of a major retailer—why it should
be said to be Dorothy Shaver vs. Hortense Odlum, who was in fact ten years earlier than
Shaver. However, the documentation of “ﬁrst” when researching the histories of marginalized persons to me is a slippery slope. According to Hillary Lips, “that such ﬁrsts are considered signiﬁcant demonstrates the extent to which positions of status, inﬂuence, and
opportunity have been withheld.”12 To me, both of these arguments are the very deﬁnition
of marginalization. Men have used familial connections and inherited wealth to their
advantages for centuries to gain inﬂuence both personally and professionally and are not
only studied by historians, but monuments are built in their honor.
As an educator, I have had the privilege to embark on several interesting student
research projects, one of which is currently in progress with honors student Dyese
Matthews. Her research attempts to document the history of Lois K. Alexander-Lane and
her two establishments, including the Black Fashion Museum and the Harlem Institute of
Fashion.13 Alexander-Lane amassed a collection of dress that documented the contributions
to and interactions of African Americans with the American fashion industry. After Lane’s
death in 2007, her collection, comprising over a thousand artifacts and sixty boxes of archival material, was donated to the Smithsonian and is now, after more than ten years, in a
full process of cataloging as part of the permanent collection at the new National Museum
of African American History and Culture in Washington, DC.14
In 2013, I visited “A Queer History of Fashion: From the Closet to the Catwalk” at the
Museum at FIT. Curated by Fred Dennis and Valerie Steele, this “was the ﬁrst museum exhibition to explore in depth the signiﬁcant contributions to fashion made by LGBTQ individuals
over the past 300 years.”15 I wondered how I could take the collection of essays published
from the exhibit along with other source material, including many articles by scholars who I
have already mentioned, and turn it into a course.16 The answer was through lots of negotiating, planning, prepping, researching, writing, and old-fashioned hard work and tenacity. I am
pleased to report that, ﬁve years later, FMD/WGS 280 Queer Fashion is in its inaugural semester
at CMU with an enrollment of forty-three students and is now a permanent component of the
curriculum in both Fashion Merchandising and Design as well as Women and Gender Studies. In
addition, the class is the ﬁrst LGBTQ þ themed course to be a part of the general education program in the history of CMU. In addition to my teaching, my current research projects include the
intersection of art, commerce, fashion, and sexuality in the windows of Bonwit Teller that featured the early work of gay artists such as Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Andy Warhol,
as well as the history of female impersonator Charles Pierce, who preferred the moniker
male actress.17
In conclusion, from my perspective, it is important to continue to uncover or contextualize history to account for the work of those who often are forgotten by patriarchy and time
and also to recognize the labor of each other. I was so impressed when Rebecca Jumper
Matheson reached out to tell me she had read my dissertation and was working on the history of Sara Pennoyer, the former advertising director of Bonwit Teller, who worked with
Hortense Odlum. Rebecca then, of course, cited my dissertation and subsequent publications
in her work. Too often I have sat through a presentation or read a publication where I
know there has been signiﬁcant inquiry conducted by someone who is not referenced or recognized. I really believe we owe it to each other to be aware of the vast body of work executed by our colleagues across the country and not just within our respective bubbles.
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Shifting the Mindset:
Recognizing the Human Cost of
Designing and Manufacturing
Fashion in the TwentyFirst Century
Ariele Chantel Elia
LI EDELKOORT asks in her Anti Fashion Manifesto, “How is a dress cheaper than a sandwich? How can a product that needs to be sown, grown, harvested, combed, spun, knitted,
cut and stitched, ﬁnished, printed, labeled, packaged, and transported cost a couple or
euros?”18 While this may seem like a contemporary issue in light of the emergence of fast
fashion brands, its roots run much deeper. Labor Secretary Frances Perkins said in 1933:

What is the way out for the conscious consumer who does not want to buy garments, even at a bargain,
made by exploited labor? Common sense will tell the purchaser that someone must pay the price of the
well-cut silk dress offered at $4.95. The manufacturer is not producing these frocks for pleasure or for
charity. If the purchaser does not pay a price that allows for a subsistence wage and reasonable hours
and working conditions, then the cost of the “bargain” must be sweated out of the workers. The red silk
bargain dress in the shop window is a danger signal. It is a warning of the return of the sweatshop.19

Still today most consumers fail to understand the human cost of manufacturing garments
at such low prices. Living in a discount culture, TV shows continue to perpetuate this misnomer through their steal and deals segments. A majority of people see the rise of fast
fashion giants, such as Zara and H&M, as a revolution in democratizing runway trends,
but does the consumer stop to think or even care that their new Celine-like ensemble
comes at the cost of a human life?
So, what is the solution? How do we change the consciousness of the consumer? How
do we get them to care? The ﬁrst step is to provide a visual of the labor forces and expose
the substandard factory working conditions. The disturbing photographs taken by Jacob
Riis, Lewis Hine (FIGURE 5), and those of the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory, Rana Plaza, and
the Tazreen factory have brought public awareness to the realities of these issues resulting
in legal reform. However, exposing the problem is only part of the solution; it must be followed up with actions. Katharine Weber of the New York Times said, “As long as we don't
question the source of the inexpensive clothing we wear, as long as we don't wonder about
the children in those third world factories . . . those ﬁres will occur and young girls and boys
will continue to die.”20 The consumer dollar has power, and consumers must be more mindful of what they are purchasing and the hands that are creating it. However, shifting their
mindset and their purchasing habits is one of the greatest challenges in solving labor issues.
Who else should be held accountable? The brands, the manufacturer—both? A brand is
quick to sign an accord or agreement after a major factory ﬁre, but how do they prevent
the ﬁres from occurring? It is a huge challenge to enforce labor laws oversees. With a
majority of the manufacturing conducted in China, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Haiti among
others, it is difﬁcult for brands to ensure the factories are meeting the standards of safe
working conditions. Even with intermittent audits and inspections, factory heads are tipped

Li Edelkoort, “Anti-Fashion: A
Manifesto for the Next Decade,” The
Business of Fashion, #BoFVOICES
video, 8:00, <https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v ¼ LV3djdXfimI>
(accessed February 9, 2017).

19 Joan Livingstone and John Ploof,
eds., The Object of Labor (School of
the Art Institute of Chicago Press,
2007), 35–36.
20 Katharine Weber, “The Factories of
Lost Children,” New York Times,
March 25, 2006.
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FIGURE 5: Lewis Hine captured the unsafe working conditions and lack of protective gear—such as
shoes—in American factories prior to the creation of child labor laws. Spinners in a cotton mill, 1911.
Lewis Hines Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, National Child Labor Committee
Collection [reproduction number, e.g., LC-USZ62-108765].

off ahead of time, and workers are coached on what to say to pass the evaluation. So, what
is the line between a factory receiving Social Accountability 8000 certiﬁcation and making
sure it maintains those conditions? Furthermore, how do brands prevent corrupt governments from overlooking factory conditions and granting SA8000 certiﬁcation? After the
Bangladesh ﬁres, fashion brands were divided between the two efforts: the Bangladesh
Accord for Fire and Building Safety (H&M, Carrefour, and Mango) and the Alliance for
Bangladesh Worker Safety (Walmart, Gap, Target, and Kohl’s). Steven Greenhouse and
Elizabeth A. Harris of the New York Times shed light on the complexities of overseeing the
factories in a 2014 article, noting:
A study released on Monday by New York University’s Stern School of Business . . . said that a major
problem with the accord and the alliance was that while they will inspect 2,000 of Bangladesh’s
more than 5,000 apparel factories, more than 3,000 others generally have worse conditions—and
middlemen often secretly send them orders from Western brands.21

Brad Loewen, the Accord’s chief safety inspector, reported that ninety percent of the
factory gates are locked during working hours. The Bangladesh Accord makes their reports
and photos public to show transparency. Should all brands be mandated to publicly disclose
the results of their inspections? Similar to a restaurant’s health rating displayed in their New
York City window, should clothing manufacturers have to do the same?
Monitoring systems look good on paper, but are they effective? Work is often subcontracted to other factories, which is where the brand loses track of the supply chain. Should
there be a clause in the contract that the brand will be informed of any subcontracting
done? The Fair Labor Association has created ethical codes to monitor overseas manufacturing. Blue Stem Enterprises, owner of Fingerhut, implements this code of conduct for its
suppliers, which includes how they treat their employees—banning forced labor, slavery,
human trafﬁcking, child labor, harassment, abuse, and discrimination—and enforces
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reasonable working hours, overtime, and fair wages. This goes beyond the Fair Labor
Standards Acts to further enforce regulations and require factories to “post the code in a
prominent place in all major workplaces, translated into the language(s) of the
employees.”22
Fashion brands and non-proﬁts, such as Everlane and Nest, use visuals to show consumers where their products are made. By emphasizing transparency in pricing and manufacturing, the consumer is engaged and knowledgeable about the conditions and people making
the products they wear. Technologies such as Sourcemap and Blockchain are being used to
create a more transparent system to track the supply chain of garment manufacturing.
While these propositions address the current state of the fashion industry, we must also
look to the future of design education to ensure long-term solutions.
The breakneck pace of the fashion cycle has proven to be unsustainable. The extraordinary pressures placed on head designers to create a new collection every three weeks has
resulted in a complete breakdown of the individual designer, as seen in John Galliano and
Raf Simons exiting Dior. Simons comments by saying, “The journalists don’t know what to
do with that larger question anyway. And I don’t want to waste my time with it.
Consumers also don’t care.”23
In the MFA Fashion Design program at FIT, the curriculum was developed to slow
down the design process and allow students to stop and think about what they are creating.24 The industry have enough black dresses on the runway, they do not need another.
The students are accepted into the program based on a thesis proposal that demonstrates
how their designs will have greater impact on the industry. In the Fashion Activist
course, students are challenged to think about the ethical implications of what they create
and to reconsider production choices to ensure a more sustainable waste-free garment
that has a cradle-to-cradle lifecycle. There is a large misconception surrounding the donation or recycling of unwanted clothes. The solution used to be to ship second-hand or
surplus garments from the losing NFL Super Bowl teams to African countries. However,
in reality it actually hurts their economies and stiﬂes their clothing industry.
Furthermore, China has ofﬁcially refused to accept imports of used clothing. With the
average person throwing away nearly ninety pounds of clothing a year, where is that
clothing going to go? In the Fashion Activist course, the students work with the nonproﬁt Fabscrap, which educates them about the recycling process and reuses their scraps.
They also have learned the reality about what can and cannot be recycled. However, one
of the biggest fashion trends is Athleisure, but what brands do not consider is the
Spandex used in these designs cannot be separated from the cotton, so the volume of
clothing currently being produced will likely go into landﬁlls. So, I challenge you to propose ideas on how to ﬁx our industry!

Representing Fashion Workers
Sara Tatyana Bernstein
WE ALL KNOW THAT CAPITALISM works best when labor is invisible. After all, buying a new
shirt is much more fun if we can imagine it somehow jumped straight from a designer’s
imagination onto our body. The thread connecting all of my work has been to look at the
instances when the labor of fashion is represented and to understand how the stories we
tell about and the pictures we paint of workers shape how we value their work. In other
words, I am interested in what Stuart Hall called “the stakes of representation.”25 For Hall
and many other cultural studies scholars, such as Lawrence Grossberg and Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak, representation is a method of inquiry that recognizes images and texts

22 Enterprise Requirements for Inventory
Suppliers (Minneapolis: Bluestem
Brands, 2017), <https://partner.bluestembrands.com/merchandising/
public/Documents/
EnterpriseRequirments.pdf>
(accessed March 1, 2018).
23

Cathy Horyn, “Raf Simons Speaks to
Cathy Horyn on the Speed of
Fashion,” Business of Fashion,
November 6, 2015.

24 MFA Fashion Design, FIT homepage,
<http://www.fitnyc.edu/fashiondesign-mfa/> (accessed March
1, 2018).
25

Stuart Hall, Representation and the
Media (Northampton, MA: Media
Education Foundation, 1997), DVD.
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York: Routledge, 1996).

27

Sara Tatyana Bernstein, “From Little
Black Dress to Little Blue Vest: Film,
Fashion, and the Shifting Position of
the American Shopgirl” (PhD diss.,
University of California, Davis, 2013).

28 The Devil and Miss Jones, dir. Sam
Wood (1941, RKO Radio Pictures,
2010), DVD.
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(and, I would add, clothing) as simultaneously “portraits” of and “proxies” for their subject.26 They are never just passive reﬂections; representations produce culture. They are how
ideas become meaningful.
My dissertation, “From Little Black Dress to Little Blue Vest: Fashion, Film, and the
Shifting Position of the American Shopgirl,” looks at the stakes of representation through
the ﬁgure of “the shopgirl,” understanding her as both a labor position and a discourse.27
In the simplest terms, I wanted to know how retail workers went from being Hollywood “it
girls” and fashion trendsetters—embodied by Clara Bow in the 1927 department store
Cinderella story “It”—to being portrayed in shows like Superstore (NBC 2015–present) as
aimless losers who cannot get “real” jobs.
It turns out that from about 1920 to 1940 the shopgirl was the paradigmatic consumer/
spectator of mass culture and the subject of a popular ﬁlm sub-genre. A critical study of
the early twentieth-century fascination with the shopgirl aids in exposing and explaining
the conditions of the contemporary “sales associate,” a ﬁgure who tends to represent social
invisibility despite retail being the largest employment sector in the US. The tenacious, ﬂexible, interstitial position of the shopgirl (representing at once the store, the worker, and
the consumer) provides a unique lens to examine the shifting ideals and realities of lowwage, white-collar workers. This project emphasizes the importance of denaturalizing what
have come to be understood as “feminine” occupations and challenging the stratiﬁcation of
labor along the lines of gender, race, class, and nation.
Upon completing my dissertation and earning my PhD, I ended up joining the vast
majority of college educators and cobbling together several part-time teaching positions. I
was meeting all the expectations of the traditional professoriate (teaching, research, publishing, mentoring, committee work, etc.) under the conditions of a low-paid contingent
worker. It did not take me very long to see the parallels between my new “career” and the
“shopgirls” who I had been studying. In the late 1930s, most shopgirl ﬁlms were hopelessly
out of date, still portraying women retail workers as scrappy Cinderellas, waiting for their
capitalist prince to lift them into the leisure class. Only one ﬁlm, The Devil and Miss Jones,
attempted a more accurate portrait in its tale of an absentee store owner (Charles Coburn)
who goes undercover in a shoe department to ferret out union sympathizers and ends up
so convinced by Miss Jones (Jean Arthur), that he leads a walkout against himself.28
Outside the cinema, retail workers were organizing, protesting, and winning unprecedented
rights. For a time, Detroit’s “Woolworth girls,” who held a sit-down strike in 1937 that
inspired similar actions across the county, were the face of the labor movement
in America.
The popular narrative surrounding adjunct professors is similarly out of date. Like retail
workers, we are imagined as “academic housewives,” retirees, or newbies who need experience. Either that or we lack the ambition, skills, and “it” qualities to get a full-time job. In
fact, the problem is structural. Divestment and corporatization have led to professors experiencing many of the same conditions as retail workers (I sometimes joke that I am “Dr.
Shopgirl” at the degree store). We have seen a broader shift from full-time to part-time
“ﬂexible” model that offers low pay and no beneﬁts. We are piecing together multiple sources of income and unpredictable schedules. We face multiple barriers to organizing. In the
meantime, the position offers declining prestige and stability. The only thing that has
increased is the cost of a graduate education. In this case, it is university administrators,
not department store owners, who beneﬁt from dragging their heels. They are saving a lot
of money in the short term. And, hey, things worked out great for department
stores, right?
I earned a PhD to do work about work. After adding another square to my job quilt,
as an organizer for an adjunct union, it became clear to me that the university, as it is
currently structured, is unprepared to feed me—intellectually and physically. Yet, I love
the work of teaching, research, and writing. I see fashion as a site that brings together
everything that I care about. It is history and aesthetics, the body and identity. It is
how we decide to move through the world and how we want to ﬁt in the world. It is
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also how the world shapes us. It is labor; it is the environment; it is everything that
shapes the way that we are right now. So, I set about creating alternative ways to do
this work.
With two other wayward academics, I created Dismantle Magazine: Fashion, Popular
Culture, Social Change (<www.dismantlemag.com>). As I wrote on the site,
Dismantle frames fashion and popular culture as tools for creative identity exploration, activism
and social change. Our mission is to foster a community of collaborators and participants working
together to explore how fashion and pop culture can help build healthy, creative, inclusive attitudes
about appearance and identity; dig into the history, culture, and politics of mass media and the
global fashion industry; celebrate sustainable, ethical consumption and production; and become
active agents for social change.29

For a little over a year, we have been working with students, activists, artists, and scholars to build “a framework for doing rather than a site for telling.” Through this site, I also
experience the thrill of writing things people actually read and educating beyond the classroom. My work on “The Trouble with Social Justice Chic,” why there are so few narrative
ﬁlms about garment workers and other topics, has been used in classrooms, as well as
shared and read thousands of times by a “general” audience.30
Currently, I have begun writing freelance essays for larger outlets, including Racked and
Inside Higher Ed. It is exciting to me to discover that there is a broad interest in (and market for) longform, critical essays on fashion and labor. For me, the best part of publishing
outside the world of scholarly journals and academic presses has been creating and joining
conversations with more numerous and diverse voices. I want to create more venues like
this, so Dismantle has recently branched out into the “real world.” As Dismantle Culture
and Media Alliance, we have begun hosting panel discussions on issues connecting fashion,
art, and activism.
Fashion is often understood colloquially as a means of personal expression, an idea that
reinforces the belief that our lives become meaningful through our role as consumers. But,
of course, fashion is also a way of expressing afﬁliation. In other words, it is a form of representation. My overarching goal is to interrogate why and how certain bodies are represented, to “pull back the curtain” on the invisible bits like the labor of fashion, and to ﬁnd
points of connection among seemingly disparate kinds of workers. By creating new opportunities and venues for us all to talk to each other and represent ourselves, I believe that
critical fashion studies can make a material difference in how we live our lives as workers,
citizens, producers, and consumers.

Acknowledging Makers in the
RISD Museum
Laurie Anne Brewer
AT THE RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN (RISD) MUSEUM, my work as both a curator at the
Museum and as a faculty member in the History of Art, the Textile, and the Apparel
departments, I seek to reveal the labor, the ethical complexities, and the identity of makers
in my professional practice. From the way I describe museum objects in didactics to the
choice of objects to be displayed in the galleries, many attempts are being made to reveal
the often-hidden history and creation of the costumes and textiles in the collection.
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“Dismantle Magazine Mission,”
Dismantle, <http://www.dismantlemag.com/about/> (accessed June
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Bernstein, “That Vetements Window
Display and the Trouble with Social
Justice Chic,” <http://www.dismantlemag.com/2017/08/09/troublesocial-justice-chic/> (accessed
August 9, 2017); “10 Narrative Films
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Additionally, in my work with students as a faculty member, I have the opportunity to
provide students with deeper ways of engaging with objects, creating a historiography
of objects—combining a love of the story of an item with the beauty of its design.
Lastly, in my collecting practices as a curator, I seek to add items to the permanent
collection that also embrace a deeper acknowledgment of the many hands involved in
the objects creation or the sensitivity to the ethics of a morally and environmentally
sustainable design model.
RISD was established to support the textile and silver industries already active in Rhode
Island. The board of trustees was inspired by the model of the Victoria and Albert Museum
and the use of teaching collections to inspire and enrich the design practice of industry
workers. Thus, the importance of a museum collection for reference was imperative, and
the museum was founded in 1877, the same year as the founding of the college. Mrs. Eliza
Radeke (President of RISD, 1913–1918; President of the Board of Trustees, 1918–1931)
created a textile study room in 1907.
The Department of Textile Design . . . is of great importance to the State and to its industries, since
nearly forty-seven per cent of the production of the State is textile. In order that this department
might best serve both the textile industry in general and the great body of about ﬁfty thousand
operatives in the State, some of whom eagerly welcome an opportunity for advancement, there has
been made a most generous offer to the institution.31

Another of the seminal teaching collections of the RISD Museum includes items donated by
Lucy Truman Aldrich. Lucy and her sister Abby Aldrich Rockefeller were passionate collectors,
with Lucy focusing her eye on European decorative arts and Asian costumes and textiles.
Between a gift in 1935 and her bequest, some 700 objects were donated to the Museum representing works from Indonesia, Japan, Korea, China, and India.
A curatorial model that was used to engage with the students to deepen their understanding of objects is the “Designing Traditions” project. “Designing Traditions,” now a series of
biennial juried exhibitions, was conceived in 2008.32 This exhibition highlights student textile
designs produced during a one-semester project in response to Asian textiles and clothing
from the Museum’s renowned permanent collection. It is an opportunity for my colleague
Kate Irvin, curator and department head, to work with faculty in the School’s Textile
Department. As a curatorial group, we work to select as reference for the students Museum
works of textiles and garments ranging in style and technique from an intricate tapestrywoven Chinese coat to a resplendent Japanese No theater robe and textural Chinese plaited
rafﬁa boots.
Students have captured the spirit of the original sources by focusing on the historical
signiﬁcance, traditional techniques, design elements, color, and material of their chosen
pieces and in the process have found their own unique, contemporary point of view.
Innovative handmade and computer-generated textile designs offer brilliant testimony to
the creativity sparked by even the smallest details of traditional craftsmanship and serve
as inspired manifestations of a long tradition of fruitful exchanges between the Museum
and the School.
This exhibition has become that lasting document that we were searching for and a
way in which future generations might see the evidence of the cultural exchange and
inspiration offered by the Lucy Truman Aldrich collection for the RISD student
design community.
In the “Designing Traditions” project, students, such as RISD textile major Minami
Otake (BFA 2013), have found excellent opportunity to create new design dialogues and
sustainable labor practice in their artistic practice. Minami sourced a Polynesian, Samoan,
or Tongan tapa (bark cloth) fragment (FIGURE 6) from the nineteenth century as inspiration for her textile developments. Of her work (FIGURE 7) she wrote:
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I was materially inspired by the tapa cloth. By soaking tree bark and beating and patching it
together, Samoan people created a big cloth that was used for wrapped garments and interior
decoration. The way they created those cloths out of what they could ﬁnd in their environment
inspired me to make collaged patterns by using my everyday trash. I was also intrigued by the
sense of light that was created by the bold black lines and different shades of brown on the cloth.

FIGURE 6: Tapa fragment, unknown artist, either Polynesian, Samoan or Tongan, ca. 1800s. Paper
mulberry (Broussonetia papyrifera), pigment, processed inner tree bark, 45.7 cm. Photo courtesy of the
Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence. Museum Collection INV2003.480.

FIGURE 7: Design for printed textile by Minami Otake (Japanese, b. 1989), 2012. Collaged cardboard, ink,
coffee, paper, gel medium, egg shells, tea bags, ﬂower petals, 63.5 x 66 cm. Courtesy of the artist,
TL45.2012.19. Photo courtesy of the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence.
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Another student, also from the Textiles department, Arman Negahban (BFA 2011)
(FIGURE 8) described his engagement with one of the Museum’s Japanese No robes
(FIGURE 9) from the Aldrich collection:
I was amazed by the visual impact and simultaneous simplicity of the N
o robe. I tried to translate
the color and construction of the woven robe into a knit garment using rectangular shapes and
theatrically bright colors. In keeping with N
o Theater, the garment is meant to turn the wearer
into a performer—bouncing, stretching, and changing color positions with movement.

FIGURE 8: Sweater by Arman Negahban (American, b. 1989), 2010. Cotton roving, machine knit, hand
dyed. Courtesy of the artist TL42.2010.39. Photo courtesy of the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of
Design, Providence.

 theater costume (atsuita), unknown artist, Japanese, Edo, late 1700s–early 1800s. Silk, ikatFIGURE 9: No
dyed twill weave with supplementary-weft patterning. Center-back length: 144.2 cm. Gift of Miss Lucy T.
Aldrich # 35.465. Photo courtesy of the Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, Providence.
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Both Arman in his sensitive knit development and Minami successfully created a visual
historiography of their museum-inspiration objects, transforming the local hand-labor and
craftsmanship of historic objects into contemporary design models.
For the RISD Museum to serve as a model for the celebration of sensitivity to the
ethics of a morally and environmentally sustainable design model, recent acquisitions
have included work by designer Rick Owens, who created a ﬁsh-skin coat of the
Pirarucu ﬁsh leather sourced from the Brazilian Amazon region. This work becomes a
contemporary design model for RISD students and is in conversation with the Siberian
historical use of salmon skin also represented in the Museum by an exquisite nineteenth-century example. Another contemporary designer whose work we have added to
the Museum is that of Reykjavik-based designer Sruli Recht (FIGURE 10). In his own
words, Recht perfectly sums up the ethos of contemporary design that the RISD
Museum Costume and Textile department hopes to embrace and celebrate in our
collections. “It’s about making things that people didn’t know they needed, but now
can’t live without—perhaps because they are functional, perhaps because they look
nice, but mostly because they provide them with a new way of experiencing things
in life.”33

FIGURE 10: “An Emperor’s New Untangling,” 2012, by Sruli Recht (b. 1979). Spider-silk knit. Center-back
length: 76.2 cm. Mary B. Jackson Fund #2012.95.2. Photo courtesy of the Museum of Art, Rhode Island
School of Design, Providence.

33

“An Emperor’s New Untangling,”
<https://risdmuseum.org/art_
design/objects/1817_an_emperors_
new_untangling>
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Discussion: Question &
Answer Session
Question: What will it take to shift the consumer mind set to be more conscious when
shopping? How can we get them to purchase investment pieces as opposed to inexpensive fast fashion pieces?
Response (Michael Mamp): I believe part of the problem has to do with the branding of
home economics as a dirty word. People throw things away now and purchase a new shirt
because the one they have is missing a button. Those life skills of how to make, mend, and
care for clothing have been lost as a part of our educational process for young people.
Response (Sara Bernstein): I get this question every semester, and I think part of the feeling of helplessness comes from the fact that we are trained in this culture to think of ourselves primarily as consumers and to imagine that our power must come from that
position. But it is important to remember that we are more than just consumers. In other
words, our power to change how things work does not just come from what we buy or do
not buy. Most of us are also workers, so we can operate from a place of solidarity. Many
of us are citizens, we can vote and advocate for policy changes that support workers.
Response (Ariele Elia): To shift the mindset of the consumer, they need to be educated and
made aware of the conditions in which their garments are made. There is a large disconnect
between the fast-fashion garment in a store and how it was able to be made at such an
inexpensive cost. I think if consumers were exposed to videos of the working conditions,
they would reconsider their purchasing choices. The excuse always given is “but I can’t
afford designer garments;” however, consumers probably spend more on ten fast-fashion
garments—that are only worn one time—than one investment piece. I also think that if consumers were more familiar with the lifecycle of their garments, they would be more conscious
of the amount of clothing they purchase. H&M is starting to lead the way by recycling used
clothing; however, this does not address the large quantity of garments purchased and
thrown away each year. Furthermore, there is a misconception that when people donate their
clothing they are given to less fortunate children in other countries, when the reality is
Africa and China are now refusing to accept shipments of used clothing from the US.
Question: Should consumers pressure fast-fashion companies or should this be
the responsibility of the government?
Response (Ariele Elia): Individual consumers do not have the power themselves to pressure
fashion brands, but as a group they can inﬂuence change in behavior. Some fast-fashion
companies are starting to become more aware and looking for ways to become more sustainable. As my Fashion Ethics and Law professor Jeff Trexler posed the question in class,
“Do you think H&M’s board of directors is not thrilled that 4.3 billion dollars of their
clothing goes unsold. No! They are looking for individuals to help solve this problem.”
While fast-fashion companies are attempting to ﬁnd solutions, I think the government
needs to take a greater role in enforcing regulations on working conditions and how clothing is recycled. For example, New York and California placed a ban on plastic bags because
they are not recyclable. It would be great if a law was passed regulating the amount of
unrecyclable ﬁbers that could be used in a garment or impose a higher duty for garments
containing those ﬁbers. I also think the press could pressure the fast-fashion companies to
ﬁnd more sustainable solutions. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals have done an
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incredible job eliminating the use of fur from most fashion brands. There should be more
campaigns demanding better working conditions for fast fashion workers.
Question: Hello, I am Chloe Chapin. My background is in costume design, and I
taught fashion history at FIT before going back to school; I am currently in the
American Studies Program at Harvard University. It will likely not be that surprising to people here that the History Department at Harvard can be quite
traditional; the “old and cold,” as they say. But the more time I spend in “real”
history classes, the more I interpret the absence of fashion, dress, and textiles
as an intentional erasure of the labor, artistry, social interaction, consumption,
and cultural communication of women. My question is: without de-legitimizing
our own worthy ﬁeld as a stand-alone department, what is our obligation to
connect our ﬁeld to other academic disciplines by getting our classes cross-listed
for credit in GenEd or “straight” history? In other words, is “fashion” history
also “real” history?
Response (Michael Mamp): This is precisely why it was so important to me that my new
course, Queer Fashion, not only be offered via the Fashion and Gender Studies programs,
but that it be an option on the university general-education curriculum for all students. I
have had great success involving colleagues from the history department at my institution
with the work of my graduate students. I also have communicated several times that I
have a graduate-level history of dress course that would be of possible interest to history
graduate students. So far, we have had students from our program interact with the history
curriculum, but the collaboration has not worked both ways. Fashion history is most deﬁnitely real history; however, I believe we also have an obligation to consider fashion history
from more than a western cisgender White perspective. This is why teaching Queer
Fashion has been so exciting for me and, also, I believe, for my students. Marginalized
groups have always been written out of the history books, but as fashion historians, or
even just as members of CSA, I believe we can look at our own work and ask, have we at
times done the same thing? Look around the room; what I see is a whole lot of White
female faces.
Question: Could you further expand on educational labor involved in creating
classes and research programs around under-represented communities who historically and today continue to experience discrimination?
Response (Michael Mamp): It took me ﬁve years to get Queer Fashion developed and
approved for delivery as part of the university general-education program. My colleagues
within Fashion Merchandising and Design were, as usual, immediately supportive; however,
that was not necessarily the case across the university community as the class went
through the approval process. There was at times what I would characterize as nit-picky critiques of my course plan via curriculum committees outside of my direct unit. I was not
sure if this was because of the content or if it was an attempt to ensure that my class was
the best it could be, as the content could be perceived by some to be controversial.
Regardless, it took a great deal of labor—my labor—to revise, resubmit, and get the course
published. Then the process of developing materials for a sixteen-week full-semester course
is greater complicated by the fact that, while there are some great resources, there is still
limited scholarship available related to the LGBTQ þ community and dress studies. While it
was a labor of love, it was all-consuming, and I did it because I believed, and still do, that
it could make a difference to the students. However, within our grindstone tenure and promotion process, while it counts as a teaching accomplishment, it does not carry the same
achievement recognition as, let us say, publishing a journal article. It also took the perfect
storm, a gay man who was willing to add to his workload, to create this class that introduced people to his community. This adds to the generalization that women and the queer
community, in particular in academe, often are asked to do more for less.
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Question: Does shaming a brand work? How do we get companies/brands
to change?
Response (Ariele Elia): There have been various studies that show shaming a brand does
not result in effective policy change. It would be great if fashion brands could partner with
fashion’s recycling non-proﬁts and work toward a more sustainable manufacturing process
with improved working conditions. These efforts can be highlighted in promotional videos
that show transparency throughout the manufacturing process. This will allow consumers
to make a more educated choice when purchasing garments. Everlane’s business model
relies on transparency and educating the consumer of their internal practices. If more
brands would follow this model, it could start an incredible trend toward more ethical practices.
Question: How do you propose we educate people as to the beneﬁts of fair and
equitable trade and manufacturing?
Response (Ariele Elia): The US government has supported anti-smoking videos and supported media promoting exercising and healthier eating. If educational programming about
fair-trade manufacturing and its positive beneﬁts were funded, that would help educate
consumers about ethical manufacturing processes. Furthermore, if the government subsidized the cost of becoming a certiﬁed fair-trade manufacturer, that would encourage brands
to adopt more ethical manufacturing standards.
Question: Is the problem the consumer? Do we need to get them to stop buying
fast fashion?
Response (Sara Bernstein): Putting the onus on consumers to change fast fashion is coming
at it the wrong way around. This framing creates a narrative that there are “good” consumers and “bad” consumers. The “bad” consumers need to be educated, so we can feel good
about rolling our eyes and wagging ﬁngers at them. But the so-called bad consumers are
usually girls, poor people, and people of color—people who are marginalized, have less economic stability, and more limitations to upward mobility. So, the culture tells them they
have to appear a certain way to succeed and then shames them for trying to do that.
When you are living precariously—with unstable housing and healthcare, for example—but
maybe you can buy a cute top, that top means a lot. In other words, what we think of a
“bad consumers” is an effect of fast fashion, not a cause.
Question: How do we disseminate information to students?
Response (Ariele Elia): To bring about change in the fashion industry, students must be
educated on ethical practices and current issues occurring in the fashion industry. There
should be a course that is part of the core curriculum that addresses the challenges discussed above. In the MFA Fashion Design program at FIT, the students take a Fashion
Activist course that challenges them to consider the ethics involved at each step of the
design process. Slowing down the design process is also core to the philosophy of
the program.
Question: Does the media accurately report on what is occurring? Does the
media sensationalize labor tragedies?
Response (Ariele Elia): With the current journalistic reporting trends throughout the media
industry, at any given moment, photos of a disaster zone are splashed on magazine covers,
newspaper articles, and social media, while the news networks are either searching or have
moved onto a new story. There is very little follow-up on relief efforts, the status of these
disaster zones, or the people affected. To actually understand the full capacity of the situation, one must either visit or look to independent or non-US media coverage.
Question: Are there gendered perceptions of labor?
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Response (Michael Mamp): I believe there most deﬁnitely are gendered perceptions of labor.
I also think there are inaccurate assumptions made regarding an individual’s sexuality simply
because they choose to work in the fashion industry. Historically, the fashion industry has
been a place where a woman or a gay man could, with a certain degree of acceptance, pursue
a career. As early as the eighteenth century, the quintessential man-milliner Monsieur
Leonard was part of a long history of presumably gay men who worked in the women’s fashion business. Man-milliner was satirically used in a derogatory way that carried with it connotations regarding someone’s sexuality based on their profession. Our own industry has
historically gendered labor: men are tailors; women are dressmakers or seamstresses. I have
noticed in the past several years that cisgender heterosexual men in our fashion program
have struggled to ﬁnd an identity and have told us we actually need to be more inclusive to
them. It is an interesting reversal to consider.
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